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Abstract

The simulation of particle physics data is a fundamental but computationally
intensive ingredient for physics analysis at the Large Hadron Collider, where
observational set-valued data is generated conditional on a set of incoming particles.
To accelerate this task, we present an novel generative model based on graph neural
network and slot-attention components, which exceeds the performance of pre-
existing baselines.

1 Introduction

One of the most computationally expensive tasks in high energy physics at collider experiments
is the simulation and reconstruction of collision events. Simulation tools such as Geant4 [1] use
microphysical models to simulate the detailed stochastic interactions of a variable-sized set of
“truth” particles T = {ti|i = 1 . . . NT } with the detector material producing a series of signals
(“hits”) H in the read-out sensors of the detector. This simulation corresponds to an underlying
distribution psim(H|T ). As modern detectors have up to a hundred million of such sensors, the
high-dimensional space of hits is unusable for physics analysis. “Reconstruction” is a deterministic
inference algorithm R(H) that attempts to recover approximately the set-valued latent input T in
order to present physicists with an interpretable and low-dimensional summary of the hit data as a set
of reconstructed particles R = {ri| i = 1 . . . NR} that aims to approximate T . Typically, physicists
do not directly interact with the hit-level data, but only with the set-valued model R ∼ p(R|T ) =∫
dH δ(R(H) − R)psim(H|T ). Therefore there is considerable interest in exploiting generative

machine learning to develop fast surrogates for this effective model. In this work we explore the
possibility to train an end-to-end surrogate R ∼ qθ(R|T ) with learnable parameters θ. We split
the generative process into a cardinality prediction task qθ1(NR|T ) and a doubly conditional set
generation task qθ2(R|NR, T ). The necessary permutation invariances implied by the set nature of T
and R are enforced through inductive biases in the architecture. Our results exceed the performance
of baseline models.

Related Work There are two main approaches to approximate p(R|T ). In one approach only
psim(H|T ) is replaced by a fast surrogate such as CaloGAN [2]. Based on its output, the standard
reconstruction algorithm may be used to produce reconstructed particle sets R(H). This approach has
two disadvantages: Firstly, the surrogate must correctly learn a high-dimensional generative model
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(a) cVAE (b) GNN+SA

Figure 1: Architectures of the two models

H ∼ p(H|T ) only for H to be further processed and reduced in dimension to form reconstructed
events. Secondly, this approach incurs the full cost of the standard reconstruction, which is still
significant. The second approach aims for an direct approximation of the lower-dimensional p(R|T ).
Prior work simplifies the problem by first projecting the sets to fixed-sized feature vectors of the
truth and reconstructed events t = ft(T ), r = fr(R), and aims to learn a fast generative model
p(r|t) [3, 4, 5]. This approach is limited by the fixed choice of fr, ft and thus does not enable one
to generate features outside of fr. A fully general approach modelling p(R|T ) is only possible
through a set-to-set approach. Prior work has aimed at learning a fast surrogate using a set-valued
variational autoencoder (VAE) [6], similar to the baseline we present in this work. The encoder
yields a latent distribution p(z|T ), and a decoder implements a model of reconstructed events
p(R|z). While this model successfully reproduces the marginal distributions (i.e. projections of
p(R) =

∫
dT p(R|T )p(T )), the authors note that “[the algorithm] fails in faithfully describing the jet

dynamics at constituents level” and do not present non-marginal results. To the best of our knowledge
this is the first work presenting extensive analysis conditional distribution of such a set-to-set model
in a particle physics application.

2 Datasets

We demonstrate the set-to-set approach using a simplified ground truth model of p(R|T ) for charged
elementary particles represented by their direction and momentum features (ptrans., η, ϕ) 1. Truth
particles are dropped deterministically as a function of their truth features ti. The remaining ones are
transformed into reconstructed particle by adding noise according to a known distribution p(ri|ti).
We generate one hundred reconstructions (“replicas”) for a given truth event R ∼ p(R|T ). The
cardinalities of reconstructed objects NR then serve as labels for the supervised training of the
cardinality prediction, while the conditional empirical distribution of replicas and the truth event serve
as training samples for the unsupervised generative set generation task. The training, validation, and
test datasets for our results contain 2915, 500, and 3990 events, respectively. For training (evaluation)
we use 25 (100) replicas per truth event.

3 Models and Training

We compare a novel neural architecture based on graph neural network and slot-attention components
(GNN+SA) to a baseline model in the form of a conditional variational auto-encoder (cVAE).

Conditional VAE For the cVAE [7] we extend the typical construction of VAEs [8] by conditioning
the prior qP (z|T ), an encoder qE(z|R, T ) and a decoder qD(R|z, T ) on the truth event T . As both
R and T are sets, we encode them as Deep Sets [9] before passing them into encoder and prior to
ensure permutation invariance. To handle the variable number of input particles, the cVAE input is
zero-padded to a maximum cardinality and the output of the decoder network includes an additional
presence variable, to indicate whether the corresponding vector is to be considered a member of the
output set. The threshold value for the presence variable was optimized through a grid search to 0.6.
A sketch of the cVAE architecture is shown in Figure 1a.

1ptrans. is the momentum transverse to the beam axis, η is related to the azimuthal angle and ϕ the polar
angle
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To generate reconstructed events R, a latent code is sampled from the conditional prior z ∼ qP (z|T )
which is then passed through the decoder to produce candidate output vectors. The presence of each
particle is then sampled according to its indicator variable.

Graph Neural Network and Slot-Attention Model In addition to the cVAE, we present results on
a novel model with the architecture shown in Figure 1b. In a first step a graph neural network is used
to encode the conditioning set T into a high-dimensional vector representations {t′i}. A permutation
invariant pooling of these vectors is then used as an input to a fully connected network to predict a
conditional density qθ1(NR|T ) for the cardinality of the output set. Once NR is sampled, we generate
the reconstructed event through a slot-attention based network that transforms noise inputs {ϵj}
and particle embeddings {t′i} into a set of reconstructed particles {rj} = f({ϵj}, {t′i}|NR). The
architecture thus implicitly encodes qθ2(R|NR, T ) and we can sample reconstructed events even if an
explicit evaluation of the likelihood is not possible. The output generation then proceeds through a
Slot Attention layer [10], in which the NR reconstructed particle vectors are slots that attend over the
provided truth particle embeddings through multiple rounds of iterative refinement. As an attention
mechanism standard dot-product attention with query, key and value vectors is used to update the
reconstruction slots. The slot-attention mechanism is permutation-equivariant and thus if the initial
noise model is permutation invariant the implicit model will be as well.

Training The cVAE is trained on the negative evidence lower bound loss (ELBO) averaged over re-
constructions R and conditioning values T . As the reconstruction term in the ELBO, Eq[qD(R|z, T )],
we use the permutation-invariant sum of squared distances between truth and reconstructed particles
in feature space (ptrans., η, ϕ) after an assignment through the Hungarian Algorithm [11]. We train
for 500 epochs (7 hours).

The GNN+SA model is trained on a combination of two tasks: cardinality prediction and set
generation. The cardinality prediction is trained on a standard categorical cross-entropy loss Lcard. in
expectation over all truth events T . As the model does not provide a tractable likelihood qϕ(R|T,N),
we formulate a sample-based similarity measure between the two distributions qϕ(R|T,N) and
p(R|T,N). A suitable metric is the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD2) [12] which is based on
kernel functions k(x, x′), which act as a similarity measure between instances. We use the Hungarian
Cost as the similarity measure.

MMD2 = E(x∼p,x′∼p)[k(x, x
′)] + E(x∼q,x′∼q)[k(x, x

′)]− 2E(x∼q,x′∼p)[k(x, x
′)] (1)

While the MMD metric enjoys strong theoretical guarantees, such as vanishing when p = q, we
observed empirically that training directly on it as a loss converges poorly. We thus use a heuristic
proxy loss which facilitates training and empirically correlates well with the MMD, which we
track during training as a metric. In this proxy, we use the minimum kernel entry Lproxy =
minxi,x′

j
k(xi, x

′
j), where xi is a member of the reference set and x′

j is from the generative model
sampling. It is an upper bound on the final −2Ep,q[k(x, x

′)] term in the MMD definition. With these
losses training on the total loss L = Lcard. + Lproxy is averaged over all truth events T . Due to the
expensive loss we only train for 200 epochs (6 days). The models are trained on an 24564MiB GPU
(NVIDIA RTX A5000). Both models are jointly optimized using the Adam optimizer [13].

4 Results

We present results for the conditional generation of reconstructed events of charged particles both
in terms of per-particle features as well as collective per-event set-level features. As the ground
truth model has a deterministic relationship between the truth event T and output cardinality NR,
we can assess the correctness of the model p(N |T ) through comparison of the accuracy of the
cardinality prediction with the ground-truth cardinality. As shown in Table 1 both models perform
similarly after tuning cVAE hyper-parameters 1. We also observe that marginal distributions are
comparably reproduced by both models confirming prior work in this area. Figure 2a shows the
per-particle momentum as an example. Differences in the two models begin to emerge when
studying projections of the conditional distributions p(R|T ). We present projected distributions
p(r|t) = p(fr(R) = r|ft(T ) = t), where ft(·), fr(·) extract feature vectors on T and R respectively.
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Figure 2: (a) Marginal ptrans. distribution, (b) Conditional Cardinality Distribution and (c and d)
Distribution of reconstructed particle momentum means and their variances

Accuracy q(NR|T ) [%] MMD2 q(R|N,T ) Hungarian Cost C(R, T ) |Cq − Cp|
GNN+SA 81.2± 0.2 −0.004± 0.029 0.026

cVAE 80.5± 0.2 0.037± 0.037 0.089

Table 1: Performace metrics comparing cardinality prediction accuracy, the MMD metric and the
difference in the mean Hungarian Cost between reconstructed and truth events of the surrogate models
to the ground truth.
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Figure 3: Event display showing the im-
proved performance of GNN+SA.

In Figure 2b, we compare the learned cardinality distri-
butions as a function of the truth cardinality p(NR|NT ).
Both models broadly reproduce the target, however the
GNN+SA achieves better modelling at lower cardinalities.

In Figure 2c we compare the per-particle mean recon-
structed momentum in bins of truth-momentum. In the
ground truth reconstruction, the distribution of recon-
structed momenta is as expected centered around the true
momenta, with the width reflecting the variance of the
noise model and a residual variance contributed to the
finite size bin-width in the conditional feature t. Here
we can see that while the GNN+SA model does not fully
match the ground truth it performs markedly better than
the cVAE model. The high variance of the cVAE model
indicates that it does not model the mean of the recon-
structed particle distributions correctly. In Figure 2d the
same analysis is performed for the variance of the reconstructed feature distribution and compared to
the underlying ground-truth noise model that was applied to the truth particles. Here, the difference
between the two models, becomes even more apparent: Whereas the GNN+SA model does track
the ground truth model, albeit with a degree of under-estimation and increased variance at high
momenta, the cVAE model does not manage to correctly capture the momentum dependence of the
resolution to a satisfying degree. The failures of the cVAE model are apparent in the representative
truth event shown in Figure 3. Comparing the results in Figure 2a and Figures 2b to 2d underlines
the importance of a detailed study of the learned set-valued distribution – which is first done in this
work – as mismodeling may not be apparent from marginal distributions alone. Finally, we present
a metric that aims to distill the interplay between multi-particle correlation as well as the shifts in
mean and variance modelling observed in the previous section into a single number. In the inset
of Figure 3 we show the distribution of the Hungarian Loss C(R, T ) of the reconstructed events
to the truth events as averaged over the full test set. The mean GNN+SA cost lies much closer
to the mean ground-truth cost as compared to the cVAE model. To give a sense of scale for the
significant improvement a single event is shown in the main pane of Figure 3. The cVAE fails to
sample reconstructed particles correctly yielding a high Hungarian Cost. The GNN+SA samples
resemble the target to a markedly higher degree. The cost distributions for this single truth event are
shown as filled histograms in the inset. They each lie in the bulk of the truth-averaged distribution.
The shown event is thus a representative example of the model performance. Similarly, the GNN+SA
exceeds the cVAE performance as measured by MMD2 metric as listed in Table 1.
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5 Conclusions

We have presented an approach for a set-conditional set generation model to approximate simulation
and subsequent reconstruction. We split the task into two-step generative procedure of cardinality
prediction followed by conditional set generation and choose appropriate permutation-invariant
architectures through message-passing graph neural networks and slot-attention (GNN+SA). Results
are shown on the reconstructions of local collection of noised truth particles and compared to a
baseline model that uses a cVAE architecture. The GNN+SA model outperforms the baseline model
and better captures key properties of the target distribution. Although the results are not yet suitable
for a real physics application, they are a significant improvement over prior state of the art.

6 Broader Impacts

Research on generative modelling has the potential to be misused for generating harmful content.
However this work focuses on applications in particle physics and thus no negative societal impacts
are expected.
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